Mölnlycke Healthcare in collaboration with the Pegg Leditschke Children’s Burns Centre at Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital would like to welcome clinicians to an educational evening at one of the following regional centres in Qld.

“THE MANAGEMENT OF PAEDIATRIC MINOR BURNS :
A NEW CLINICAL PATHWAY FOR THE QLD CHILD HEALTH NETWORK.”

TOOWOOMBA HOSPITAL
WEDNESDAY 9TH MARCH 2016
FRESHNEY HOUSE, SUITE 1 (UPSTAIRS) CUNNINGHAM CENTRE
5:30PM

ROCKHAMPTON HOSPITAL
WEDNESDAY 4TH MAY 2016
ROCKHAMPTON HOSPITAL LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
5:30PM

CAIRNS HOSPITAL
FRIDAY 17TH JUNE 2016
CAIRNS HOSPITAL EDUCATION AUDITORIUM
5:00PM (TBC)

0400 201 572 or janee.terrens@molnlycke.com
0407 584 422 or mel.dyett@molnlycke.com

LIGHT REFRESHMENTS WILL BE PROVIDED (RSVP’s essential please)
QLD HEALTH VIDEO-CONFERENCING OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR HOSPITALS TO DIAL-IN
PLEASE CONTACT JANEE OR MEL FOR MORE DETAILS / RSVP.

KRISTEN STOREY
CLINICAL NURSE CONSULTANT BURNS
The Pegg Leditschke Children’s Burns Centre

EMMA GEE KEE
PHD CANDIDATE, OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
Centre for Children’s Burns & Trauma

BRONWYN GRIFFIN
CLINICAL RESEARCH MANAGER
Centre for Children’s Burns & Trauma